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We might imagine that home

builders live in mansions that are architecturaldreams. After all, they
have the expertise and the latest innovationsright at their fingertips.
Pati Lcwellyn, a realtor who's
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PATI LEWELLYN tends the fig tre
framed by one of several tiled arche

aeon. Juno. 1987

?rs Experim
?ir Own He
married to a builder and helps with
his business, says that image is not
necessarily true, "l.lke the
shoemaker's family who go barefoot,
we sometimes can't even get our own
houses finished," she said.
In fact, the Calabash woman, who

designed their Village Green house
wim ner nusnana, unrius, granted an
interview with the stipulation that no
outside pictures be taken. "We just
don't have it like we want it yet," she
explained.
The interior, however, is complete,

of strikingly simple design, with an
extensive use of tile that
demonstrates the Lewellyns'
creativity and willingness to experiment
"We wanted to try pettier file

everywhere, and now we've done tiledarches like ours for some other
people," she said.
Entering the front door, one is immediatelytransported to a Spanish

garden, in a foyer with tile underfoot
and abundant greenery everywhere.
Philodendron surrounds a fig tree
that reaches the ceiling.
Arches that frame entrances to livingroom, kitchen, and dining room,

are outlined with tiles in a light
brown, the same material that
covers all floor space except for
bedrooms, which are carpeted. Tile
also lines the window sills and kit-

e that takes center itage In her foyer,
s in the home.

lent
>uses
chcn countcrtops.
The most dramatic spot in the

house is the master bathroom, where
a sunken, 42-inch tub is covered and
surrounded by dark brown tilework,
against which Pali's greenery makes
a bright splash.
"We tried tile all over the hnuen

because we have two airedales,"
(Sec HOUSE BUILDERS, Page 20)
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Aprons
Place Mats
Cookbooks
Table Cloths
Curtains
Kitchsr; Accessories
Bath Accessories
Chair Pads
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| Tennis Shoes

IGolf Shoes
Boat Shoes
Running Shoe
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Towels
Beach Towels
Beach Blankets
Bath Sheets
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; Bedspreads
Pillows
Mattress Pads
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Swimsuits
Cover-Ups
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Shirts
Slacks
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Loafers
Ladies' Flats
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Gifts
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